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Messrs. Roy and Roadifer, in separatepapers, have

proposedsimilar methodologiesfor making regional resource

estimates. The idea underlying their approachis quite

interesting, and may have extensionsincorporable in larger

schemesof estimation.

Roy's and Roadifer's approachadopts a simple "structur-

al" model of deposit size, and uses the sUbjective feelings

of geologists to generateprobability density tunctions

(pdf's) of the model parameters. A pdf of regional resources

is approximatedby using Monte Carlo simulation.

Specifically, the model they adopt is of the torm

P = A x T x PR x RF x Co

in which

P = reservoir or deposit potential

A = reservoir or deposit area

T = formation thickness

PR = proportion of the formation which is resource

RF = recovery factor

Co = constant

We call this a "structural" model here becauseit is

basedonaphysicalor geological ｣ ｯ ｮ ｣ ･ ｰ ｴ ｾ ｯ ｮ of resources,

though a simple one. Examples of other structuralmodels

are those dealing with mineralization, sedimentation,

migration and accumulation, etc. from first principles of

physics and chemistry.

A second type of models are those of more purely empirical
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nature: regression,factor analysis, pattern recognition,

etc. Thses models are not basedon fundamental concepts

of geological processes,buton correlationsand simple

relationshipsextractedfrom past data. Perhapsthe best

known use of statisticalempirical models in economic geelogy

is that of Harris (1965).

The procedureof Roy and Roadifer can be extendedto

use statisticallilodels as well as structuralmodels. The

advantageof this extensionis that statisticalmodels (if

carefully developed) may be better estimatorsof resource

potential than either simple structuralmodels or purely

subjectiveestimation (e.g., Harris, 1973). Further, statis-

tical models Inake use of a larger set of geological variables

than simple structuralmodels, and can be applied to other

types of resourcesfor which simple structuralmodels are

not available. In either case, probabilistic estimates

of regional resourcesmake prior to extensiveexploration

should be used as ｾ priori probabilities rather than final

estimates,and updatedby subsequentexploration data using

the nonnal Bayesianprocedure.

A proposedextensionot Roy's and Roadifer'smodel is

the following. Let some regressionanalysis have been per-

formed on previous acquired data from geologically similar

and extensivelyexplored regiolls. Let the result of these

analysesbe expressedas a linear function of the common

form



R = .§. x + e
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(1)

in which x is a vector of relevant geological variables,*

ｾ is a vector of regressioncoefficients, and e is a random

. h d' 2error tena Wlt zero-meanan varlance a . If this analysis

has been undertaken\'lithin a Bayesianframework, the terms

2 2ｾ and a will have some joint pdf, ｦ Ｈ ｾ Ｌ ｡ ), which describes

their uncertainty.

A priori, values ot x for the region in questionare

uncertain. However, thesevalues Inay be estimatedsubjectively

by severalgeologists familar with the region, and may be

coalescedby the method ot Morris (1974). This leads to a

joint sUbjective probability distribution of the geological

variables, f(xl, •.. ,Xn); or if the variables are assumed

mutually independent,to a set of single variable pdf's!

f(x l ), ••• , f(x n). Both Roy and Roadifer describethis

process.

Inserting thesepdf's of ｾ in equation 1, and using

an error-in-the-variablesapproachto regressionand pre-

diction, a probability distribution for R, f(R) can be

generatedwhich is a funciton of the uncertainty in x

and in Ｈ ｾ Ｌ ｡ Ｒ Ｉ Ｎ The mathematicsof this approachare currently

* Some of thesemight be time of formation, environmentof
depositionor mineralization, subsequenttectonic activity,
etc.
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available in the literature of econometricsand statistics,

and if certain well known tamilies of distributions are chosen

to model uncertainty in the variables ｾ and ｾ Ｇ closed

form solutions are available (Zellner, 1971). THis would

make reversion to Monte Carlo methods unnecessary.

SUbsequentexploration data could be included in the

analysis using feR) as a prior distribution, and updating

as describedin Kaufman (1974), or in other papersdealing

with Bayesiansampling theory.

This total proceduremight lead to more comprehensive

regional estimatesthan any componentof it in isolation,

and may provide better a priori estimatesthan either

simple structuralmodels or purely sUbjective estimation.

Gregory B. Baecher
Laxenburg
19.V.75
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